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CLEVER QUESTIONS
How does 
a rainbow 
appear?

How does  
a clock’s 

hands  
move? When was 

the telescope 
invented?

How do hot 
air balloons 

float?

How much  
can a dump 

truck carry?

How do  
we balance?

How much  
do cows eat?

Why do we  
have freckles?



The first 
elevator was 
invented over 
3OO years ago! 
It was called the 
"flying chair."

A satellite dish collects 
radio waves that travel 

through the air.

In the City
Over half of the population  
on our planet live in cities! 

The first 
mechanical  

clock had just 
one hand —  

the hour hand.
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How does a car run? 
A car’s engine burns gas and produces energy 

that moves the car’s wheels.

How do we get 
electricity inside 
of our homes?

Some Christmas 
decorations are 
handmade: air is 
blown into hot 

glass, the glass is 
then shaped like 

a ball.

A snowball 
consists of 

millions of tiny 
snowflakes.

How does  
frost form? 
The patterns 

on windows are 
tiny ice crystals 
sticking together.

A plane uses its engines to fly. 
The plane is pushed forward 
when special nozzles let out 

lots of gas!

There are light 
bulbs in modern 
street lights.  

The light  
is created  

by electrical 
current.



Electricity 
is the movement 
of tiny charges. 

It travels through 
cables into our homes.

Subway trains use electricity 
as fuel. The electricity travels  

from the subway tracks.

The first 
street lights 

were  
invented 

in the 15th 
century. 

Instead of 
light bulbs, 
they used 
candles, oil, 

and kerosene. 



The elevator 
box is attached 
to a rope —  
the rope is 

raised through  
a pulley that  
is connected  
to the engine.

When a clock’s 
pendulum swings, it 
pushes wheels that 
move the clock’s 
hands forward.

The satellite dish gathers 
radio waves and converts 

them — showing 
images on your TV.







Fish breathe underwater 
using their gills.

Did you know 
that some 
plants eat 
insects?

Bees collect nectar 
from flowers and 
turn it into honey.

How do flowers grow? 
They start as tiny buds 
and turn into beautiful 

flowers.

Frogs will grow from 
these little tadpoles.

IN THE ORCHARD 
AND THE GARDEN

Fruit trees grow 
in the orchard. Leafy 

green vegetables grow 
in the garden.



A caterpillar 
likes to eat 
juicy leaves.

Moles dig with their 
strong legs. 

They can dig almost 
one foot per minute! 

An ant nest is called 
an anthill. From 

the outside, it looks 
like a tiny hill covered 

in soil, twigs, and, 
pieces of leaves. 

Where are 
bird eggs? 
In a nest 

built by their 
mother.



An egg’s hard shell 
protects the baby chick 

inside of it.

Inside of an anthill, tiny 
tunnels are connected 

to each other 
like a maze.

The caterpillar 
transforms into 

a beautiful butterfly.



Bees build 
special cells 
out of wax  

to store honey. 
It’s called  

a honeycomb.

 
These plants 
attract insects 
by their colorful 
appearance and 
sweet scent.  
Then, they use  
their leafy jaws 
to catch them!
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It is possible to create fire by 
rubbing two pieces of wood 

together. The friction will get 
hot and spark fire.

Spiders do not have ears. 
They have special hairs 

on their eight legs
to "feel" sounds.

How long can 
a grasshopper 

jump?
It can jump 

2O times longer 
than the length 

of its body!

The flour for 
baking bread and 
buns is made from 

grinded wheat 
grain. 

IN THE FIELD
In the summer, fields are full 

of energy — people, plants, and 
animals are buzzing with life!

Do you know how 
rainbows are made?
Rainbows appear 
after a rainstorm.



Cows eat several 
pounds of grass 

each day!

How do snakes move?
They use their strong 
muscles and scaly skin 
to glide on the ground.

Where do beavers live?
On the low, swampy banks of a river, you 
may see unusual cone-shaped dens made 
of wood and covered in sludge. These are 

beaver lodges. The entrance is underwater!

The first hot 
air balloon was 

made over 
3OO years ago.

Fog is simply a cloud that formed near 
the ground. When cold air touches warm soil 
or water, tiny water droplets hang in the air.



A snake’s spine is very 
flexible. It can move 

in waves from side to side!

You need a lot 
of hot air to fly a 

balloon! When hot air 
fills up the balloon’s 
dome, it lifts off the 

ground.

Beavers are very clean. 
They keep their houses 

nice and tidy!

Milk is  
produced 

 in a cow’s udder.



A spider’s silk is 
stronger than 

steel of the same 
thickness!
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A crane 
is controlled by 

the operator sitting 
in the cabin.

AT THE 
CONSTRUCTION SITE
The booming building site is busy 

with people and machinery. 

People used 
to get water from 
nearby wells. Now, 
water flows from 

our faucets. 
Do you know how 
plumbing works?

How do contruction 
workers move 
heavy objects?
A crane uses 

its arm or beam 
to lift, lower, 

or horizontally 
transport 
big loads.

Nowadays, houses are very comfortable.
They have electricity, hot and cold water, gas, 

and heating. Things were quite different
a long time ago — rooms were dark and cold.



Dump trucks carry 
building materials 

to the site in its large 
open-box bed.

Concrete 
mixers prepare 
a mixture of 

limestone, sand, 
and water. 

How are modern houses different from original houses?
Long ago, houses didn’t have windows! 

Later, people simply cut holes in the wall. 
In modern houses we use window frames and glass.

What are bulldozer tracks? A bulldozer 
is mounted to tracks that help it move. 
The tracks hold the machine’s massive 

weight so it doesn’t topple over.

Brick houses are built by 
laying the bricks by hand. 
Bricklaying is a very old 
craft that dates back to 
ancient communities.



Most dump trucks can 
carry the weight of ten 

elephants! 
Builders leave  

a small amount of 
air between the  

two window panes 
of glass. This  
pocket of air  

works as a "pillow" 
for the cold.

The concrete 
mixer is always 
spinning. This keeps 
the cement from 
hardening.



Cranes can carry 
very heavy 

things — they use 
a counterweight to 
prevent them from 

tipping over!
Pipes are used to connect 

houses underground. This is 
how people get water and 

gas. 







When drivers hear 
an ambulance’s siren and 
see its flashing lights, 

they must pull to the side 
and let it pass.

We ride 
bicycles by 

using our sense 
of balance. 

What are freckles? These 
"sun-kisses" are caused by 
sunlight. They mark how 

sensitive the skin is to the 
sun’s rays.

AT THE HOSPITAL
People go to the hospital when they 
are sick. Doctors use medicine and 

technology to treat them.



Digestion starts in your 
mouth where food is 
softened by lots of 

saliva during chewing.

An X-ray allows us 
to see the bones 
inside our body.

Everyone’s eyes are a different 
color. The pigment in the eye’s iris 

can be blue, brown, green, 
or a mixture of all three colors!

Blood is red because it contains 
hemoglobin which is inside of special cells 

called red blood cells.

Why do we feel pain? 
Receptors, or tiny cells, 
allow us to feel pain. 
They warn us about 

danger!

What is the body’s largest organ? 
Believe it or not, it’s your skin! 

This organ covers your entire body.



Food travels down our 
esophagus and into our 
stomach. There it mixes 
with stomach juices and 

is fully digested. 

Red blood cells  
look like deflated 

basketballs.

Our skin has several 
layers. It breathes, 

makes us waterproof, 
protects us from  

germs, and helps our 
body stay just  

the right temperature.

Tears are produced 
by our tear glands. 
They moisturize 

and clean our eyes, 
making a barrier 
against germs.



An organ  
in our inner  
ear helps us  
balance.

There is everything 

needed to help patients 

inside an ambulance 

including a stretcher, 

a medicine bag, and oxygen 

to help patients breathe.







Roller skate 
wheels are made 
of hard, durable 

plastic that 
won’t tear on 
rough roads!

What are modern soccer balls 
made of? They are made with 

layers of cotton that give them 
strength and bounce.

AT THE PLAYGROUND
The playground is the place for games 

and exciting discoveries!

A spinning top 
turns stored 
energy into 

energy of motion. 

Millions 
of stars are 

invisible during 
the day.



What is a meteor? It is a shooting 
star. When a space rock enters 

the Earth’s atmosphere, 
it looks like a streak of light.

The first telescope 
was found about 
4OO years ago.

The first merry-go-round 
dates back to the Byzantine 

Empire — that’s about 
6OO years ago!

Soap bubbles are 
a thin film of soapy 
water filled with air.

A trampoline 
is flexible and bouncy 
because of the springs 

used in its clever 
design.



Telescopes are made 
of special lenses to 
help to see objects 

far, far away.

The first fairs celebrated 
 horse racing and knight 

tournaments! 

A giant space rock that 

falls to Earth is called 

a meteorite. The biggest 

meteorite ever found 

weighed almost as much 

as fifteen elephants!



The first roller skates 
had metal wheels and 
were difficult to ride.

Constellations are groups of stars 
 that can be seen from Earth 

in the night sky.

The first ball was made of leather and animal bladders! 







Pharaohs ruled 
in ancient Egypt. 
They were buried 
in a sarcophagus, 
or a stone coffin.

A pirate is a person 
who robs ships at 

sea. The most famous 
pirate was called, 
Blackbeard. He was 
given this name 

because of 
his bushy black 

beard and frightening 
appearance. 

Native Americans built cone-
shaped houses called teepee. 

They were made of tree 
trunks, bark, animal skins, 

and linen.

Vikings were excellent sea 
explorers. Their Dragonships 
were fast, sturdy, and light, 

so they could take their 
enemies by surprise.

AT THE MUSEUM
Ancient memorials 

and artifacts are on display 
in a museum. 



Dinosaurs walked 
the Earth over 

16O million years ago!

Who are ninjas?
Ninjas, originally 
from medieval 

Japan, are stealthy 
spies.

Cannons were invented 
in China during 

the 12th century.

Women’s gowns 
were very 

elegant with lots 
of layers! 

Knights wore armor 
as protection 
during battles. 
Strong helmets 

came in handy for 
combat —

even though 
they looked like 

a bucket!



The 
first

 can
nonb

alls 

were 
made 

of st
one.

Hoop  
skirts were 
popular 
15O years 
ago. The 
hoops were 
made of 
fabric, rope, 
whalebone,  
or even  
steel.



Egyptians 
started  
making  

mummies  
around  

34OO BC!
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A skull and 
crossbones are 
on a pirate flag.







Giraffes are the 
tallest animals 

on Earth.

Polar bears can swim for miles 
without taking a break. Did 

you know they have black skin 
under their thick white fur?

Can a cheetah run 
faster than a car?

The cheetah is the fastest 
animal on land. It can run up 

to 65 miles per hour!

Why does a tiger have 
stripes? To help keep it 
camouflaged in the wild!

AT THE ZOO
Animals from all over the 

world live in a zoo.

Hummingbirds are not only 
the smallest birds, but the only 
ones that can fly backwards!



How do bats sleep? 
They sleep hanging 

upside down!
Why do kangaroos 

have pouches?
When a kangaroo 

is born, it’s the size 
of a human thumb! 
The baby crawls into 
its mama’s pouch 
and grows strong.

A camel can survive 
several weeks 

without drinking 
water. They store 

water in their 
humps.

Ostriches lay the heaviest eggs 
of all birds. Their eggs can 

weigh up to 3 pounds.

What do koala bears 
eat for lunch?

Koalas spend their 
days hanging out 

in eucalyptus trees, 
munching on their 

branches.



Bats do 
not have 
feathers.

They can eat up  

to 2 pounds of 

eucalyptus leaves 

a day!

The egg is 
 almost 6 inches 

long!

A camel can drink 
up to 25 gallons of 

water in under 
1O minutes!
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Do spiders have ears? 
When was the merry-go-round invented? 

Who was the most famous pirate?
Find the answers to these questions 

and more inside this entertaining book of facts!

+ In the City
+ In the Orchard 
and The Garden
+ In the Field

+ At the Construction Site
+ At the Hospital

+ At the Playground
+ At the Museum
+ At the Zoo

LOOK UNDER THE FLAPS 
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT 

THE FASCINATING WORLD 
AROUND YOU!
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